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Abstract 
Constructive negation derives constraint answers for non-ground negative literals. Its incor- 
poration into query evaluation under the well-founded semantics introduces two problems. 
One is the detection of repeated subgoals and the elimination of redundant answers, which 
is required in order to guarantee termination. The other is the interaction between constraint 
answers of non-ground negative literals and recursion through negation. This paper presents 
SLGcN for effective query evaluation with constructive negation under the well-founded se- 
mantics. It has two unique features. First, it supports reduction of constraint answers and re- 
dundant answer elimination and provides the first termination result for goal-oriented query 
evaluation with constructive negation for function-free programs. Second, it avoids repeated 
computation i a subgoal. Even if a non-ground negative literal depends upon some ground 
negative literals whose truth values are not completely determined when they are selected, the 
constraints and bindings for variables in the non-ground negative literal can still be propagat- 
ed once and for all. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keyword~." Constructive negation; Well-foundation semantics; Query evaluation; Termination; 
Constraints; SLG resolution 
1. Introduction 
Negat ion as failure [8] is the dominant  mechanism for processing negative literals 
in logic programming.  Procedural ly speaking, a negative literal succeeds if the 
corresponding positive literal fails, and it fails if the corresponding positive literal 
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succeeds. No variable binding or constraint is generated from a negative literal. Not 
surprisingly negation as failure is sound for only ground negative literals. Consider a 
simple definition of a bachelor: 
bachelor(X) : - ~ married(X), man(X). 
with respect o the following database: 
married(john), man(john). 
married(mary), man(jack). 
In most Prolog systems, a query such as bachelor(X) fails even though 
bachelor(jack) succeeds. (We use ~ to emphasize the non-monotonic nature of ne- 
gation in logic programming.) 
Most procedural semantics of logic programs guarantees completeness for only 
"non-floundered" queries, whose evaluation does not involve the selection of a 
non-ground negative literal [1,7,20,26]. Similar restrictions are placed by bottom 
up methods of query evaluation such that negation can be implemented by set dif- 
ference [19,28]. 
Incompleteness or abrupt termination of query evaluation due to non-ground 
negative literals is not satisfactory from users' point of view. In addition, it is useful 
to treat negative literals as generators of constraints, especially from the constraint 
logic programming perspective. 
In terms of the mechanisms to solve a non-ground negative literal, several distinct 
techniques have been developed, with varying degrees to which the corresponding 
positive literal is evaluated. In [5,29,32], a negative literal is solved using Clark's 
completed efinitions at run time, possibly with partial evaluation. Quantified com- 
plex formulas have to be transformed into a disjunctive normal form and be dealt 
with explicitly. In [11,12,17], substitutions called fail answers are generated for vari- 
ables in a negative literal ~ A based upon a frontier of the positive literal A. This is a 
powerful technique since A does not have to be completely evaluated before an an- 
swer for ~ A is derived. Since a subgoal can have many different frontiers, there is an 
implementation problem how to control the derivation tree of a subgoal and the 
choice of frontiers. In [2,4,10,15,21], constraint answers of a negative literal are de- 
rived by taking the negation of the disjunction of all the answers of its positive coun- 
terpart. 
In terms of the semantics, most of the previous work on constructive negation, 
with notable exceptions of [10,11,21], uses Clark's completion as the corresponding 
declarative semantics. It is known, however, that Clark's completion has various 
drawbacks [24]. The well-founded semantics [30] has been accepted as a more natural 
and robust semantics for logic programs. 
Przymusinski f rst studied constructive negation under the perfect model seman- 
tics and developed SLSC-resolution for constructive negation of stratified programs 
[21]. In [11], Drabent described SLSFA-resolution for constructive negation under 
the well-founded semantics. However, both SLSC-resolution [21] and SLSFA-reso- 
lution [11] require infinite failure and therefore are not suitable for effective query 
evaluation. 
This paper focuses on termination and efficient query evaluation under the well- 
founded semantics with constructive negation - issues that have received little atten- 
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tion in the literature. The work that is more closely related to ours is by Warren [33] 
and by Damasio [10]. 
Warren [33] developed a Prolog meta interpreter for constructive negation that 
was executed using an OLDT implementation. Constraint answers of negative literals 
are represented using anti-subsumption constraints. In fact the use of anti-subsumpt- 
ion constraints in this paper is motivated by [33]. However, the implementation in 
[33] does not handle constraints of the form VU.3 V.E properly and thus is not sound 
in general. Also recursion through negation is not supported. 
The work in [10] is a systematic study of constructive negation in tabled query 
evaluation under the well-founded semantics. It extends tabulated resolution for 
the well-founded semantics in [1] with constructive negation. For non-ground nega- 
tive literals involved in recursion through negation, approximate constraint answers 
are derived. Due to iterated approximations, constructive negation may be repeated- 
ly applied to the same non-ground negative literal using slightly different answers, 
causing repeated computation i side a subgoal. Although theoretical results of 
soundness and search space completeness are established, independently of the con- 
straint domain used, for constraint logic programs with function symbols, pragmatic 
control issues uch as redundant answer elimination, termination and repeated com- 
putation are not incorporated into the formalization. In particular, no termination 
result is given for tabled query evaluation with constructive negation. 
We extend SLG resolution [7] with constructive negation for effective query eval- 
uation under the well-founded semantics. The resulting SLGcN resolution has two 
major contributions, distinguishing itself rom [10] and other previous work on con- 
structive negation. 
First, we have developed a normal form for constraint answers and a simple algo- 
rithm tbr redundant answer elimination. This allows us to establish the first termina- 
tion result for constructive negation of function-free logic programs. 
Second, like SLG resolution [7], SLGcy resolution is formalized irectly in such a 
way that repeated computation is avoided in a subgoal. The key idea is to take ad- 
vantage of the difference between ground and non-ground negative literals and to de- 
lay only ground negative literals when dealing with recursion through negation, 
Consequently even if a non-ground negative literal depends upon some ground neg- 
ative literals whose truth values are possibly undefined, the constraints and bindings 
of variables in the non-ground negative literal can still be propagated once and for 
all. In other words, each selected non-ground negative literal is solved using con- 
structive negation at most once. This is an important property of practical signifi- 
cance since constructive negation is a complex operation and repeated applications 
of constructive negation to the same negative literal can cause performance over- 
head. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains terminology and 
definitions used throughout the paper. Section 3 describes a normal form of con- 
straint answers, detection and elimination of redundant constraint answers and 
the derivation of constraint answers through constructive negation. Section 4 illus- 
trates through examples tabled evaluation with constructive negation and how to 
avoid repeated computation even if there is recursion through negation. Section 5 
presents the formal details of SLGcN resolution. Section 6 establishes correctness 
and termination of SLG(::N resolution. Finally we conclude with a discussion of some 
issues for future work. 
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2. Preliminaries 
This section defines the terminology and notations used in this paper, including 
anti-subsumption constraints, ystems in SLG resolution [7], and three-valued stable 
models. 
2.1. Semantics of equality and anti-subsumption constraints 
We assume a countable language ~,~- of function symbols. £a~ contains all 
function symbols that occur in programs involved in the evaluation of a query, plus 
a unary function symbol f '  and a zero-ary function symbol c' that do not occur in 
any of the programs or query being considered. The symbols f '  and c' are needed 
for two purposes. One is to cope with the "universal query problem" [22], where 
the semantics of a program containing a single fact, p(a), may imply VX.p(X) if 
the Herbrand universe is {a}. But the empty answer substitution cannot be obtained 
for p(X) by SLG resolution. The introduction of new symbols f '  and c' eliminates 
such situations. The other is to facilitate the reduction of constraint answers. 
The Herbrand universe ~q/ i s  the set of all ground terms that can be constructed 
using function symbols in 5e~.  A substitution 0 is of the form {tl/Xl , . . .  ,t,/X~}, 
where all X/s are distinct variables and each ti is a term different from X,. We say that 
0 is ground if every ti (1 ~< i ~< n) is ground, i.e., in Jt~°k '. The domain of 0 is the set 
{Xi,... ,X,} of variables. We denote sequences of variables by X, Y, etc. and se- 
quences of terms by 3, ~, etc. 
An atom is of the form p(tl , . . .  ,t,), where p is an n-ary predicate symbol and 
t l , . . . ,  tn are terms. If A is an atom, then A is a positive literal and ~ A is a negative 
literal. A literal is either a positive or negative literal. 
Constructive negation can produce constraint answers possibly containing dis- 
equations and universal quantifiers. We choose anti-subsumption constraints [14] 
and, with a slight abuse of notation, consider (dis)equations over atoms instead of 
terms. The anti-subsumption constraints provide a compact representation f count- 
er-examples [16] or exceptions [3]. 
Definition 2.1. Let A and B be atoms, and v be a ground substitution. Then A = B is 
true under v if Av and By are identical ground atoms. 
The standard efinitions of truth, validity, and (un)satisfiability can be extended 
to equations over atoms. 
Definition 2.2 [Anti-subsumption constraint]. Let A and B be atoms with no variables 
in common. An anti-subsumption constraint (or simply AS-constraint) is of the form 
VX.A ¢ B, where X are all the variables occurring in B. The variables in A are called 
free variables, and those in B are called bound variables. We write A ~ B as an 
abbreviation of VX.A ¢ B. 
Intuitively, an AS-constraint of the form A ~ B means that A cannot be an in- 
stance of B (if B is viewed as the set of its ground instances). As shown in [16], con- 
straints in general cannot be converted into a finite disjunction of equations (or 
substitutions). 
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Definition 2.3. A constrained atom, sO, is a pair of the form (A, ~b), where A is an atom 
and 4) is a conjunction of AS-constraints and 4~ is satisfiable. Let X be all the free 
variables in 4) excluding those in A. The semantics of,~¢, denoted by Idl, is defined as 
the set of ground atoms Av, where v is a ground substitution such that (3X.~b)v is 
valid. 
For convenience, a constrained atom (A, q~) is also written as A : - 4). If 0 is empty, 
(A, 4~) is simply viewed as an atom and written as A. For constrained atoms, sub- 
sumption can occur on the atom or on the constraint part. 
Definition 2.4. Let sii (i = 1,2) be constrained atoms (A~, ~i) with no variables in 
common, s¢] is subsumed (respectively, AS-subsumed) by ~¢2 if and only if for some 
substitution 0 whose domain is a subset of variables in A2, 
• A1 = A20 (respectively, A~ = A20 and 0 is a renaming substitution), and 
• every AS-constraint in 020 is a variant of some AS-constraint in ~b I up to renam- 
ing of variables not occurring in A1. 
,4] and 0~¢2 are variants if and only if sCj is AS-subsumed by ~42 and vice versa. 
2.2. Adding AS-constraints to systems in SLG resolution 
SLG resolution [7] supports tabled query evaluation under the well-founded se- 
mantics with negation as failure. It maintains a global table of subgoals and their 
partially evaluated rules. In extending SLG resolution with constructive negation, 
we generalize some notions in SLG resolution with AS-constraints. 
A rule is of the form 
,~: -L j , . . . , Ln ,  
where .~' is a constrained atom (H, 4)) and Li (1 ~< i <~ n, n ~> 0) is a literal. If 4) is 
empty, the head ~,~ is simply written as H. A ground instance of the rule is 
(H  : -  Lj . . . .  ~ Ln)O, 
where 0 is a ground substitution whose domain includes all free variables in the rule 
such that q~O is true. 
A logic program (or simply program) P is a set of rules. The Herbrand instantiation 
of P is the set of all the ground instances of rules in P. The Herbrand base of P, de- 
noted by Jg.'8e, is the set of all ground atoms that are constructed using predicates in
P and terms in o~o/I. 
Definition 2,5. A subgoal is a constrained atom. Two subgoals are considered 
identical if they are variants of each other. A delayed literal has one of the following 
forms: 
• ~ B B, where B is a ground atom; 
• B'~ or ,-~ BI~'., where B is an atom, and ~4 and ~ are constrained atoms such that 
,~ is subsumed by ,~ and if ~¢~ is of the form (H, ~b), then B is an instance of H. 
If 0 is a variable substitution, then (BI~)O is the delayed literal (BO)'~. 
Delayed literals are used in SLG resolution to deal with recursion through 
negation when the truth value of a negative literal cannot be determined when it 
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is selected. The superscript and subscript in a delayed literal provide control infor- 
mation for simplifying the delayed literal when its truth value is known later. 
Definition 2.6. An X-rule G is of the form: 
.3(g. : - L l , . . .  ,L~, 
where n t> 0, .~  is a constrained atom and each L~ (1 ~< i ~< n) is an atom, the nega- 
tion of an atom, or a delayed literal. I f  n---0, G is called a fact. I f  every 
Li (1 ~< i ~< n, n i> 0) is a delayed literal, G is called an answer. 
A computation rule is an algorithm that selects from the body of an X-rule G a 
literal L that is not a delayed literal (if there is any). 
Given a computation rule R, an annotated X-rule is either 
,, an X-rule that does not have a selected atom, or 
• a pair of the form (G, X(G)), where G is an X-rule that has a selected atom and 
S(G) is a set of constrained atoms. 
In tabled query evaluation, a set of answers is maintained for each subgoal and 
each selected atom is solved using answers of the corresponding subgoal. The anno- 
tation of an X-rule G with a selected atom is used to indicate what answers have been 
returned to the selected atom. 
Definition 2.7. Let P be a program, and R be a computation rule. A system 5¢ is a set 
of pairs of the form (d  : F), where d is a subgoal and F is a multiset of annotated 
X-rules, such that no two pairs in 5e have the same subgoal. I f  (.~¢ : F) 6 5 ~, ,~¢ is 
said to be a subgoal in 5f, and each element in F is an annotated X-rule ofsubgoal ~ 
in 5 ~, and if the element is an X-rule G or of the form (G, S(G)), then G is called an 
X-rule ofsubgoal ~¢ in ,~. If G is an answer, then G is called an answer ofsubgoal d .  
SLG resolution [7] is essentially a process of transforming an initially empty sys- 
tem into a system that contains only subgoals that are encountered during the eval- 
uation of a query and their answers. The correctness of SLG resolution is established 
based upon three-valued stable models [23] by relating annotated X-rules of subgoals 
in a system 5 ~ to a program P. 
Annotated X-rules of subgoals in a system 5 e can be viewed as partial answers of 
subgoals. The correctness of SLG resolution is established by associating a program 
with 5 P, denoted by P(Jf) ,  and studying the relationship between three valued stable 
models of P and P U p(sP). 
The program P(,~) is defined as follows. A new predicate is introduced for every 
subgoal ,~' in 5 ~ and every constrained atom ~'= (H, ~p) that is subsumed by d .  
Atoms of the new predicate will be written as B?~, where B is an instance of H. 
Let G, of the form °¢g : - L~, ... ,L,, be an X-rule of a subgoal in a system 5Q where 
Jg = (H, qS) for some atom H and some conjunction ~b of AS-constraints. Then we 
denote by G "~ the rule of the form, ( F,  cp) : - L~j,... ,L,, where for each i (1 ~< i ~< n), 
• L I is Li if Li is not a delayed literal; 
• L' i is ~ B~ if Li is a ground negative delayed literal of the form ~ BB; 
t ~ 4 r * L~ is L~ if Li is a delayed literal of the form B)?, or ~ B'¢,. 
We denote by P(,~) the program that is the set of all rules G d, where G is an X-rule 
of a subgoal ~¢ in 5". In general, P(5 P) depends upon P. 
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For every subgoal ~q/in a system 5 ~ and for every constrained atom ,X¢ subsumed 
by ~', ~ may or may not have an X-rule with ~ in the head. Nevertheless, for tech- 
nical reasons, we include in the Herbrand base of P U P(5 ~) and the Herbrand base 
of P(5 e) all ground atoms of the form BI~ for every constrained atom ,~ subsumed 
by ,~¢ and for every atom B in ].~]. 
2.3. Three-valued stable models 
Let f, u, t be truth values ordered by f < u < t. An interpretation I of a program P 
is a mapping from ,~¢.~e to {f,u,t}. 1 can be represented as a partition, 
Pos(1) t2 Und(1) L_J Neg(1), of ~,~d~ ;~p, where Pos(1) (respectively, Und(1), Neg(/)) is 
the set of ground atoms A such that I(A) = t (respectively, u  f). 1 can also be viewed 
as the set Pos(1) t J {~ B I B E Neg(I)} of ground literals. 
Let P1 and P2 be programs uch that ~:~p, C_ ,~',N~, and let I be an interpretation 
of P2. Then the restriction of l  to P1, denoted by I]e ', is the interpretation ofP~ whose 
mapping is the restriction of I to ~'~e~. 
An interpretation I is a model of a program P if and only if for every rule in its 
Herbrand instantiation 
A :-L I , . . . ,L ,  
if all L~'s are true in I then A is true in I and if A is false in I then at least one of the 
L{s is also false in I. 
We assume that there is a special ground atom u. Atom u is always undefined 
(u E Und(I)). It can appear only in the body of a rule in a program. A non-negative 
program is a finite set of rules whose bodies do not contain any negative literals, but 
may contain atom u. 
An interpretation I can also be determined by specifying Pos(I) and Und(1). Let P 
be a program possibly containing undefined atom u in the bodies of rules, and I be an 
interpretation of P. We define Tp(1) such that 
• A E Pos('ce(I)) if and only if there is a rule A :- L1,.. . ,  L,, in the Herbrand instant- 
iation of P and all L:s are true in I; 
• A E Und(zp(1)) irA ~ Pos(zp(l)) and there is a ruleA : -L I , . . .  ,L, in the Herbrand 
instantiafion of P and all L:s are true or undefined in I. 
Theorem 2.1 [7,23]. Let P be u non-negative program. Then P has a unique least three 
valued model, denoted by LPM(P). Furthermore, ~p has a least fixed point, which 
coincides with ~p T ~o and LPM(P). 
Definition 2,8 [23]. Let P be a program and 1 be an interpretation of P. The quotient 
of P modulo L denoted by P/I, is the non-negative program obtained from the 
Herbrand instantiation of P by 
• deleting every rule with a negative literal in the body that is false in I; 
• deleting every negative literal in the body of a rule that is true in I; and 
• replacing every negative literal with u in the body of a rule that is undefined in I. 
I is a three valued stable model of P if I is the least three valued model LPM(P/I). 
The set of all three valued stable models of P is denoted by 5f,J/-3(P). 
The notion of three valued stable models is a generalization of both the well 
founded partial model [30] and the (two-valued) stable models [13]. 
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Theorem 2.2 [23]. Let P be a program, and ~g/~r(p) be the well founded partial model 
of P. Then ~(P)  is the smallest hree valued stable model of P. Stable models as 
defined by Gelfond and Lifschitz coincide with two valued stable models. 
3. Constraint answers 
This section describes algorithms for reducing constrained atoms to a normal 
form, detecting redundant constraint answers and deriving constraint answers of a 
negative literal from those of its positive counterpart. 
3.1. Simple conjunction of AS-constraints and reduced constrained atoms 
We start with AS-constraints in a constrained atom. 
Lemma 3.1. An AS-constraint A f[ B is valid if and only if A and B are not unifiable, 
and is unsatisfiable if and only if there exists a substitution 0 such that A = BO. 
Proof. Let X and Y be variables occurring in A and B, respectively. By Definition 2, 
A ~ B is an abbreviation of VY. (A ~ B). Since the domain for each variable is the 
Herbrand universe ~q/ ,  A ¢ B is valid if and only if for all ground terms 7 and 7, 
A~/X] ¢ B[-g/Y], i.e., A and B are not unifiable. 
A ¢~ B is unsatisfiable if and only if for all ground terms 7, there exist ~ such that 
A~/X] = B[rs/Y]. I fX  is X), . . .  ,X,, let ~ be f ' (c ' ) , . . .  , f"(c') ,  where f '  and c' are the 
new function and constant symbol. Then there exist ~ for Y such that 
A~/X] = B[~/P]. Since c' and f '  do not occur in A or B, by replacing terms in 7 with 
the corresponding variables in X on both sides, we derive a substitution {~7/~} such 
that A = B~/P], where )7 is obtained from Y~ by replacing terms in 7 with the corre- 
sponding variables in X. [] 
A conjunction of AS-constraints i simple if no conjunct is valid or unsatisfiable. 
An empty conjunction is treated as true and an empty disjunction is treated as false. 
Lemma 3.2. A simple conjunction of AS-constraints i satisfiable. 2 
Proof. Let A1 q[B1 A . . .  AAn q[ Bn be a simple conjunction of AS-constraints. By 
Lemma 3.1, no Ai (1 ~< i<~n) is subsumed by Bi, i.e., Ai ~ BiO for any substitution 0. 
Let X =X1, . . . ,Xk be all the free variables in the conjunction, and 
=,f (cO, . . .  , fk (c0 be ground terms that are constructed out of the new constant 
symbol c ~ and the new function symbol f ' .  Then (Ai ~B1 A. . .  AA, ¢Bn)~/X--] is 
true in the Herbrand universe ,~o//. [] 
2 It should be mentioned that Lemma 3.2 holds in the Herbrand universe #g~, but not in the domain of 
all ground terms constructed from constant and function symbols in a program. For instance, the simple 
conjunction (p(X, Y) ¢ p(U, U)) A (p(Y, Z) g p(V, V)) A (p(X, Z) ~ p(W, W))is unsatisfiable in the do- 
main (a, b), but is satisfiable in ~q/. 
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Given an atom A as a query, an answer for A is represented by a constrained atom 
of the form (H, ~b), which is also written as 
H :-43 
where H is an instance of A and q~ is a simple conjunction of AS-constraints. Let Y be 
the free variables in H and X be all the free variables in ~b excluding those in Y. The 
constraint part of the answer can be represented by EX.q~. The following lemma 
shows that the existential quantification of X can be pushed into each AS-constraint 
in ~b, which is useful for answer reduction. 
Theorem 3.1. Let c k -- 491 A . . . A c~n be a simple conjunction of  AS-constraints, X and 
-Y be a partition of  all the free variables q/'4~. Then 3-X.(o ~-~ (~]~.~b~ A. . .  A ~X.qS~) is 
valid. 
Proof. It is obvious that 3X.q~ -~ (3X.c~, A --- A 3X.~bn). For the other direction, 
suppose that for some 7, 
holds. Let each ~b,(l ~<i~<n) be of the form A~(X,Y) f fB~.  Then 3X.A~(X,~)~B,  
holds. Let l be the total number of occurrences of variables and function symbols 
in ~b[UY ]. Suppose that X is of the form X1 . . . .  ,X~, Let ~ be f ' l+t(c') , . . .  ,f'l+~(c'). 
Then A~(L :q) is not an instance of B~. Otherwise, by replacing ~ with X, we can derive 
that A,(.~,~) is an instance of B~, contradictory with the assumption that 
3X.A~(X,~) ~ B~ holds. Therefore ~b[~/X,;q/Y] holds, and so does 3X.$[X/Y]. [] 
Using the semantic properties of AS-constraints, we show that constrained atoms 
can be reduced to a normal form and redundant answers can be detected using basic 
operations uch as variant checking and set membership. 
Definition 3.1. A constrained atom ,~ of the form (A, 4~) is reduced if 
• 4) is a simple conjunction of AS-constraints; and 
• every AS-constraint in ~b contains a free variable in A; and 
• no two AS-constraints in ~b are variants of each other up to renaming of variables 
not occurring in A. 
Lemma 3.3, For any constrained atom ,~, there exists' a reduced constrained atom ~'  
such that [d[ = 1~"]. 
Proof. Let ,~' be of the form (A, q~) and q~ be of the form q51 A ..- A ~b n. Let X be all 
free variables of 4~ that do not occur in A. By Theorem 3.1, 
3X.q~ ,-* 3g.(b I A . . .  A ~X,q~. 
J '  is obtained from ,4 according to Definition 1. [] 
W t Let ~¢ be a constrained atom. e call ,~ a reduced form of °~ if,~" is reduced and 
r ¢'l = I, 1. 
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Lemma 3.4. Let ,¢~1 and ,¢/2 be two reduced constrained atoms. I f  ~1 is subsumed 
(resp. AS-subsumed) by ~2,  then I,~/i I C_ I.&21, and ~'.;dl and ,;d2 are variants, then 
Proof. It follows from definitions and Theorem 3.1. [] 
The subsumption or AS-subsumption of constrained atoms can be used to detect 
redundant answers. 
Example 3.1. Consider the following recursive and function-free program: 
p(X) :- ~ q(X, Y),p(Y). 
p(a). 
q(X, X). 
The query p(X) has an infinite number of answers represented asconstrained atoms: 
p(.l. 
p(X) : -q(X,a)  ~ q(V, V). 
Aq(Y,,,a) ¢ q(V,,~l, V,,,~I)) 
where n/> 1. By Theorem 3.1, the existential quantification of Yi's can be pushed into 
individual AS-constraint. Since only q(X, Yi) q{ q(V1, Vl) has a free variable X occur- 
ring in the atom p(X), the last (series of) answer can be reduced to: 
p(X) :- 3Yt.q(X, g~) ~ q(V,, V,) 
allowing query evaluation to terminate. 
3.2. Deriving answers' o.I' negative literals 
For constrained atoms to be sufficient for answer epresentation, they have to be 
closed under negation. Applying negation to an existentially quantified conjunction 
of AS-constraints can result in quantified equations. We show how to solve quanti- 
fied equations and derive constraint answers of negative literals. 
Let ~b be a simple conjunction of AS-constraints of the form (AI ~H1 A. . .  
/~1,, ~ H,,) and 2 be some free variables in ~b. By Theorem 3.1, 
3Z.( D +-+ 3Z.(AI ~ HI) A.-.  A 2Z.(A, ¢ H,,) 
Suppose that each Hi has variables Wi, where 1 ~< i ~< n. Then 
,-~ _~2.~ ~ VZ ~ W I. (A 1 = ~[1 ) V . . .  V VZ ~ Wn. (A,, = H,) 
We introduce a modification of the unification algorithm [18] for solving quantified 
equations, where all universal quantifiers precede xistential quantifiers. 3Each dis- 
junct VZ 3 Vi(Ai = Hi) can be transformed into a substitution. 
3 Comon and kescanne [9] considered quational problems that involved Boolean operators but with no 
existential quantifiers inside the scopes of universal quantifiers. 
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Let E be a conjunction of equations, which can be viewed also as a finite set of  
equations. E is in soh, edform i fE  is {Xt = t l , . . .  ,~,, = t,,}, where all X~'s are distinct 
variables and do not occur in t~'s. We solve quantified equation sets of the form 
VU 3 V.E, where U and V are disjoint sets of variables that occur in E. (Quantified 
variables that do not occur in E can be eliminated.) All variables in E that are not 
in U or -V are called free variables. The algorithm proceeds non-deterministically 
by choosing an equation e E E to which it applies the following transformations 
when they become applicable: 
1. For . f ( t l , . . . ,  t~) = g(sj . . . .  , Sin), if f and g are identical function symbols, then 
n = m and replace the equation by t~ =: .v~ . . . . .  t, = s,,; otherwise halt with failure. 
2. For X = X, where X is a variable, delete the equation. 
3. For t = X, where t is not a variable and X is a variable, replace the equation by 
X - - t .  
4. For X = Y, where X and Y are distinct variables, there are several cases: 
(a) i fX  is in V and X occurs in other equations, replace X by Y wherever it oc- 
curs in other equations; I fX  is not in ~-7 but Y is in ~7 and Y occurs in other 
equations, replace X = Y by Y = X and replace Y by X wherever it occurs in 
other equations; 
(b) if both X and Y are in U, or one of X and Y is in U and the other is a free 
variable, then halt with failure; 
(c) otherwise, both X and Y are free variables. I fX  occurs in other equations, 
replace X by Y wherever it occurs in other equations. 
5. For X = t, where X is a variable and t is a term that is not a variable, there are 
several cases: 
(d) if X appears in t, or X is in U, then halt with failure; 
(e) i fX  is in V and X does not occur in t and X occurs in other equations, 
replace X by t wherever it occurs in other equations; 
(f) i fX  is a fiTee variable, we consider several cases for t: 
f.l. if t contains some variables in U, then halt with failure; 
f.2. if t is of the form t(t l  . . . .  , t,,), containing some variable in V but no 
variable in U, then replace the equation with X =/(ZI , . . . ,Z , , )  and 
Z1 = tl . . . . .  Z~ = t, and replace X by / (Z I~. . . ,  Z,,) in other equations, 
where Z I , . . . ,  Z,, are new distinct variables; 
f.3. otherwise, all variables (if any) in t are free variables. I fX  occurs in oth- 
er equations, then replace X by t wherever it occurs in other equations. 
The algorithm terminates when no further Iransformation can be applied or when 
failure is reported. 
Theorem 3.2. The extended unification algorithm applied to VU.3V.E, where E is a 
finite set of equations, returns J'ailure ~['and only !f VU.3 V.E is unsatL~fiable. Otherwise, 
it returns a finite set o['equations E* in solved./brm such that 
7 U.~V.E +-, VU.3V.E* 
The proof  of  Theorem 3.2 is in Appendix A. The set of equations in solved form 
returned by the modified unification algorithm satisfies the following properties: 
• free variables are bound to terms with free variables only; and 
• there is no binding for any universally quantified variable. 
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Let E* be E~ee U Eexis t, where El*re is the set of all equations in E* for bindings of free 
variables and Eexis t be the set of all equations in E* for bindings of existentially quan- 
tiffed variables in V. Then 
V U.3V.E ~ V U.3V.E ~ ~-~ E~ A V U.~V.Eex is  t ~ Ef~ 
Therefore V U.3V.E can be reduced to a substitution. 
As an example, VX.3Y.f (g(X) ,  a) = f (Y ,  Z), where Z is a free variable, can be re- 
duced to VX.3Y.(Y = g(X) A Z = a). By omitting the binding for the existentially 
quantified variable Y, we obtain Z = a. 
Definition 3.2. Let 5 ~ be a system and A' be an atom that is a subgoal in ,5 ~ such that 
all X-rules of A' in c j  are answers. Let .~/i = (Hi, cbi)(l<~i<<.m,m~O ) be all 
the constrained atoms that are answers of A' and Jg~i = (Hi, (ai) (m + 1 <~ i <~ n, n >1 O) 
be all the constrained atoms that occur in the head of some answer of A' with delayed 
literals. Let Zi(1 ~<i~< n) be all free variables in ~b i that do not occur in H~. Let 
~ V (A' = H, A 3~,.4,,) v V A' = ,v, A 3Z.~, A (H,L ,  (1) 
1 ~i~m m-~-I ~ i~n 
be converted into a disjunction of the form: 
V (¢ A 4,~ A Dj), (2) 
where k >~ 1, ()j is a variable substitution, ~b; is a simple conjunction of AS-con- 
straints, and Dj is either empty or a negative delayed literal ~ (H')]¢e, for some 
i (m + 1 ~<i~< n). Then we call 
(~ A'O h ~by) : - D] 
for each j (1 <<.j<~k) an answer o f~A'  in ~.  
The intuition is the following equivalence: 
I ~i4rn m+l <~ i<~n 
By applying negation on both sides, we obtain: 
A U eH, 
l~ i~m 
A (A' 
m~l  ~ i  <<. n 
(s) 
Formulas ~ 32Mb~ can be converted into a variable substitution using the extended 
unification algorithm. Thus the formula in Eq. (1) can be converted into a disjunc- 
tion in Eq. (2). 
4. Constructive negation and tabled evaluation 
Tabled evaluation has been used successfully for effective query processing under 
the well-founded semantics [1,10,7,28]. In particular, SLG resolution [7] not only has 
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various desirable theoretical properties, including goal-orientedness, polynomial 
time data complexity, answer sharing and preservation of all three-valued stable 
models, but also has been implemented efficiently [6,25,27], delivering excellent 
performance for query evaluation. This section discusses informally how to extend 
SLG resolution [7] with constructive negation. For simplicity, we consider query 
evaluation for only function-free programs. 
4.1. Tabled evaluation with constraints 
Given a function-free program P and a query atom Q, SLG resolution [7] trans- 
forms rules in P that are relevant o Q into answers. An intermediate state of query 
evaluation, called a system, is represented as a set of pairs of the form (,~: F), where 
~ is a subgoal and F is a multiset of annotated X-rules. 
In SLG resolution [7], a subgoal is an atom and two subgoals are identical if they 
are variants of each other. When an atom A is selected from the body of a rule, a 
transformation i  SLG resolution called NEW SUBGOAL introduces A as a new sub- 
goal into a system only if it is not identical to any existing subgoal. This avoids pos- 
sible loops evaluating the same subgoal repeatedly. (Formal definitions of all 
transformations will be presented in the next section.) 
With AS-constraints, we choose to represent a subgoal as a constrained atom. The 
AS-constraints from a calling environment restrict further the search space for an- 
swers of a subgoal. AS-subsumption is used for detecting repeated subgoals. That 
is, a new subgoal is created if it is not AS-subsumed by any subgoal in the current a- 
ble. Other notions of subgoals and redundant subgoals are also possible, e.g., atoms 
and subsumption of (constrained) atoms, with different implementation tradeoffs. 
The NEW SUBGOAL transformation ensures that each subgoal A is evaluated only 
once using rules in a program P. Every occurrence of a selected atom A in the body 
of a rule is solved using answers from a global table instead of using rules from a 
program. A transformation called POSITIVE RETURN returns each new answer of 
A to every rule that has a selected atom A. The annotation associated with an X-rule 
keeps track of what answers have been returned. 
With AS-constraints, an answer can be a constrained atom in general. Reduction 
and AS-subsumption of constrained atoms allow us to detect and eliminate redundant 
answers, avoiding possible loops generating redundant answers of the same subgoal. 
It is possible to have subgoals that depend upon each other even if the program P
is positive. When all answers have been computed and returned to rules with corre- 
sponding selected atoms, these rules with selected atoms are disposed by a transfor- 
mation called COMPLETION, leaving only answers of subgoals in a system. The three 
transformations, namely NEW SUB~OAL, POStTIVE RETURN and COMPLETION, are 
sufficient for positive programs. 
Example 4.1. Consider a query p(X, Y) with respect o the following program: 
p(X, Y):-  r(X, Y) ({ r(X,,Xl),q(X, r). 
p(X, Y) :- s(x, Y) ¢ s(a, b). 
q(X,X) :- t(X). 
q(X, r):-p(X, r). 
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Initially the system is empty. The first transformation to be applied is always NEW 
StmGOAL that introduces a new subgoal into a system. The initial subgoal is 
p(X, Y) from the query and its rules are obtained by resolving p(X, Y) :- p(X, Y), 
on p(X, Y) in the body, with rules in the program. The new system has a single sub- 
goal: 
[p(X, ~) :- r(x, Y) 
p(X, Y): / lp(X, Y) s(x, Y) 
(To save space, we show only rules of 
~r(x,,x),q(X,Y) { }l 
s(., b) 
individual subgoals instead of the entire system 
every time.) The first rule ofp(X, Y) has a selected atom q(X, Y). To keep track of 
answers that have been returned, each rule with a selected atom is annotated by a 
set of constrained atoms, where two constrained atoms are considered identical if 
they are variants of each other. The annotation is initially empty, represented by 
{ }. (For convenience we write an annotated X-rule of the form (G, ~(G)) as G fol- 
lowed by Z(G) in all examples.) 
Even though the selected atom is q(X, Y), it is also restricted by the constraints 
in the body of the rule for p(X,Y). Thus the new subgoal is 
(q(X, Y), r(X, Y) ~ r(X, ,X1) : 
(q(X,Y),r(X,Y)¢r(XI,XI)): q(X,Y):-r(X,Y)¢r(X,,X1),p(X,Y) { } 
Notice that due to the propagation of the constraint r(X, Y) ~ r(Xi,Xl) from the 
calling environment to q(X, Y), the program rule q(X,X) :- t(X) does not generate 
any rule for the subgoal, avoiding the potentially expensive valuation of t(X). 
Similarly p(X, Y) is selected, which is restricted by the constraint r(X, Y) 
r(X1,X,). However, no new subgoal is created since (p(X, Y),r(X, Y) ~ r(X1,Xj)) is 
AS-subsumed by p(X, Y). Therefore the subgoal for the selected atom p(X, Y) in this 
case is p(Y, Y), not (p(X, Y),r(X, Y) ~ r(XI,X,)). In other words, the subgoal for a 
selected atom is determined by both the relevant rule and the subgoals that exist 
in the global table when the atom is selected. 
The answer for p(X, Y) can be returned to the selected p(X, Y) in the rule for 
q(X, r): 
(q(X, Y),r(X, Y) ({ r(X1,X,)) : 
q(X, ~):-,-(X, r) ~ r(X, ,X,),p(X, Y) 
q(X, Y):- r(X, r) ~ ,(X,,X~),s(X, ~) C s(a,b) 
{p(X, Y):- s(X, Y) ~ s(a, b)} ]. 
Similarly the answer for (q(X, Y), r(X, Y) (_ r(X1,X1 )) can be returned to the selected 
q(X, Y) in the rule for p(X, Y), generating another answer for p(X, Y): 
plX, r): 
I 
p(X, Y):- r(X, Y) q{ r(X,, X~ ), q(X, Y) 
{q(X, Y):- r(X. Y) ~ r(X, ,XI),s(X, Y) ~ s(a,b)} 
p(X, Y) :- s(X~ r) ~ s(a, b) 
p(X, r):-r(X, r) ~ ,'(X, ,X,),.~(X. r) ~ s(a, b) 
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With variant checking of repeated answers, the new answer for p(X: Y) is also re- 
turned to the subgoal for q(X, Y), but no new answer is generated thanks to elimi- 
nation of redundant answers: 
(q(X, Y), r(X, Y) ¢ r(X,,X,)) : 
p(x, Y) :- s(X, Y) ¢ s(a, b) 
p(x, i) : r(x, Y) ¢ r(X,,X, ),s(X, Y) ¢ s(a,b) 
kq(X, - ,'(ix, Y) ¢ r(X~, X, ), s(X, Y) ¢ s(a, b) 
At this point, the set of subgoals {p(X, Y), (q(X, Y): r(Y, Y) ~ r(X1, Xi))} is complete- 
ly evaluated for two reasons: 
• it is self contained in the sense that subgoals in the set depend upon each other and 
only through selected atoms; and 
• all answers have been returned as indicated by the annotations associated with 
rules that have a selected atom. 
The COMPLETION transformation is applied to the set of subgoals, disposing all 
rules that have a selected atom. The final system for the evaluation of the initial que- 
ry p(X, Y) is as follows: 
{ p(X,Y) : [ p(X. r l :- s(X, Y) # s(a,b) ] } 
kp(X, Y) r(x. Y) ¢ r (X ,X  ).s(X, Y) ¢ s(a,t,) j . 
(q(X. Y),~(x. Y) ¢ ~(x,,x~)) : q(X, Y) ,-(x. Y) ~ ~(x,,x,),.~(x, Y) ¢ ~.(,,~,) 
4.2. Constructive negation and recursion through negation 
For stratified negation [21], a transformation for negation as failure or construc- 
tive negation can be added. The real challenge is to handle recursion through nega- 
tion. The reason is that given a fixed computation rule, e.g., left-most, the truth 
values of the instances of a negative literal and the constraints of its variables may 
not be completely determined when the negative literal is selected. 
In SLG resolution [7], where negation as failure is used, a transformation called 
DELAYING is introduced that postpones the application of negation as failure to a 
ground negative literal. This allows query evaluation to proceed and continue to 
solve the remaining literals in a rule body. Answers of a subgoal may now contain 
delayed ground negative literals. These delayed ground negative literals may turn 
out to be true or false later. Query evaluation then consists of a goal-oriented phase 
coupled with a bottom-up hase. The goal-oriented phase solves positive literals and 
propagates their variable bindings and uses negation as failure whenever possible. 
The bottom-up hase determines and propagates the truth values of delayed ground 
negative literals, using two additional transformations called SIMPLIFICATION and 
ANSWER COMPLETION. Since all variable bindings have been propagated in the 
goal-oriented phase, the bottom-up hase essentially deals with a ground program. 
This approach avoids repeated computation i side a subgoal and is carefully formal- 
ized in SLG resolution [7]. 
With constructive negation, non-ground negative literals may also be involved in 
recursions through negation. Unlike the truth value of a ground negative literal, the 
constraints of a non-ground negative literal may have to be determined incrementally 
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through several iterations. Consequently constructive negation may be applied to the 
same negative literal several times, causing repeated computation within a subgoal. 
Our approach is motivated primarily by implementation considerations and tries 
to avoid repeated computation within a subgoal by delaying only ground negative 
literals. This means that variable bindings and constraints can be propagated 
through constructive negation once and for all and that only the truth values of de- 
layed ground negative literals need to be propagated iteratively. Still constructive ne- 
gation has to deal with constraint answers that are in general three-valued. We show 
next how constructive negation interacts with delayed ground negative literals. 
Example 4.2. Let the query m(X)  be evaluated with respect to the following program 
assuming a left-most computation rule: 
m(X):- ~q(X). 
q(a) :- ~ r. 
q(b)  : -  ~ s 
r : -  r '~s~r .  
S : -  ~r .  
The system is as follows after the initial subgoal re(X) is created: 
{m(X) : m(X) :- ~ q(X)} 
Several applications of NEW StJBCOAL lead to a new system: 
[q(a) :- ~r  
q(X): Lq(b) ~ s - 
r: r : -  ~-' s~r  
S: S ; -  ,~s r 
Following SLG resolution [7], we delay ground negative literals to break cycles 
through negation. A delayed ground negative literal is denoted by ,-~ B B, where B 
is a ground atom. Delayed literals are never selected by a computation rule, although 
they could be simplified away later if they turn out to be true or false. The new sys- 
tem is as follows: 
q(X): I q(a) :- 
Lq(b) ~ . 
r: r : -  ~,r~,r  { } 
S:  S : -  ~t  "r 
Notice that the subgoal q(X)  is completely evaluated with two answers with delayed 
literals. By Definition 2, we derive three answers of ~ q(X)  in the system: 
(~ q(X), (q(X) ~ q(a) A q(X)  ([ q(b))), 
e xq(X) 
q(a) :- ~ q(a)qia) , 
~.~q(X) 
q(b) :- ~ qtO)q(b)  . 
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Solving ~ q(X) by constructive negation leads to the following rules for m(X): 
m(X): 
m(X):- q(X) ~ q(a),q(X) ~ q(b) 
m(a) :- ~ -/a ~q(X) qt  )q(a) 
q(b ~q(x) [m(b)  :- , 
The evaluation of subgoal r continues with the selection of r in its rule body. An ap- 
plication of COMPLETION tO the singleton set {r} of subgoals disposes the rule for r. 
Since r is completely evaluated with no answers, all occurrences of ~ r ~ can be delet- 
ed. The final system is as follows after all delayed literals have been simplified away 
using SIMPLIFICATION: 
m(X) : 
q(X) 
S " 
m(X) :- q(X) (~ q(a),q(X) ~. q(b)] } 
m(b) 
q(a) 
S 
Our approach avoids repeated computation i side a subgoal and is different from 
that in [10]. In [10], two different contexts are used, one for computing true answers 
(in a T-search tree) and the other for computing possibly true answers (in a TU- 
search tree). A negative literal in a T-search tree is resolved using possible true an- 
swers, while a negative literal in a TU-search tree is resolved using true answers. Ini- 
tially nothing is definitely true and everything is possibly true. For the query m(X) in 
Example 2, the first iteration will derive possibly true answers of q(a), q(b), and s, 
and no definitely true answers. With the refined set of true and possibly true answers 
from the first iteration, the second iteration will derive one true answer for re(X), i.e., 
re(X) :- q(X) f[ q(a), q(X) qL q(b), possibly true answers q(a) and q(b), and s as both 
true and possibly true. The iterative process continues until a fixed point is reached 
for the set of true and possibly true answers. Constructive negation may be applied 
to ~ q(X) multiple times whenever q(X) has a different set of possibly true answers, 
causing repeated computation. 
We are able to avoid repeated computation when loops through negation can be 
broken by delaying round negative literals. In the most general case, however, non- 
ground negative literals may have to be delayed. For example, when a query p(X) is 
evaluated with respect o the following program: 
p(X) :- ,-~ q(X). 
p(a). 
q(X):- ~p(X). 
q(b). 
there is a cycle through negation between p(X) and q(X). Variable bindings and con- 
straints for ~ p(X) and ,-~ q(X) have to be propagated iteratively. It remains an open 
problem how to support constructive negation under the well-founded semantics in 
general while avoiding any repeated computation within a subgoal. 
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5. Transformations and SLGcN derivations 
SLG resolution [7] is a goal-oriented method of tabled evaluation for normal ogic 
programs. In this paper, we consider query evaluation with constructive negation for 
function-free programs and extend SLG resolution with AS-constraints and con- 
structive negation. 
In Section 2 we already extended the notions of subgoals, X-rules, and systems in 
SLG resolution with AS-constraints. With the definition of reduced constrained at- 
oms in Section 3.1, we assume that each subgoal is a reduced constrained atom and 
eachoconstrained atom in S(G) of an annotated X-rule (G, Z(G)) is also reduced. 
This section continues with formal definitions of an extension of SLG resolution 
with AS-constraints. 
Definition 5.1. Let P be a program, R be a computation rule, ~ be a system and G be 
an X-rule of some subgoal in ~,  of the form (H, ~b) : -L1, . . .  ,Ln, where n > 0, such 
that G is not an answer. Suppose that L~ is selected for some i (1 ~< i ~< n) when the 
computation rule R is applied to G. We say that d is the subgoal of the selected literal 
Li if 
• L, is a negative literal of the form ~ B and .~¢ is B; or 
• Li is an atom B and d is either some subgoal in ,~ that AS-subsumes (B, ~b) or 
(B, ~b) if no subgoal in 09 c' AS-subsumes (B, 4~). 
The notion of the subgoal of the selected literal of an X-rule embodies the idea of 
AS-subsumption for subgoals. 
Definition 5.2 [X-resolution]. Let G be an X-rule, of the form (H, ~b) : - L1, . . . ,  L,, and 
Li be the selected atom of G for some i (1 ~< i ~< n). Let C be an X-rule and C,  of the 
form (H', 4/) : - L~l,... ,L~, be a variant of C with variable renamed so that G and C' 
have no variables in common. Then G is X-resolvable with C ifLi and H r have a most 
general unifier 0 and (q~ A ~bt)0 is satisfiable. The X-rule: 
((H, ~b A ~b') : - L1,... ,Li-,, L'j,... ,L',,,L~+,,... ,L,)O 
is the X-resolvent of G with C if G is X-resolvable with C. 
X-resolution is used for resolution with a rule in a program or with an answer of a 
subgoal that is a fact. I f  an answer has delayed literals, X-factoring is used to return 
the answer to the selected atom of an X-rule. 
Definition 5.3. [X-factoring] Let ~9 ° be a system. Let G be an X-rule of a subgoal d in 
6 ~, of the form (H, 0) : - L I , . . . ,Ln,  and let Li be the selected atom of G for some 
i (1 ~<i~< n). Let d '  be the subgoal of Li and C be an answer of d '  in 5 e, and C,  of 
the form (H', ~b'):-L~l,... ,L~m, be a variant of C with variables renamed so that G 
and C ~ have no variables in common, and m > 0. Then the X-rule: 
(HO, (aO A qb'O) :- LIO,... ,Li_~O, (L,O)(H, ~,), L~+,O, . . . ,L,O 
is the X-factor of G with C, where 0 is the most general unifier of Li and H'. 
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Definition 5.4. Let 5: be a system and let (<~ : F) E 5:, where :ff is a subgoal and F is 
a multiset of annotated X-rules. Then 
• ~ succeeds if F contains a fact .~ that is a variant of ,4; 
• adfa i l s i f r={ }; 
• <~/is completed if all annotated X-rules in F are answers; 
• a positive delayed literal of the form B{ is succes<sful if F contains a fact ,~,; BI~ is 
failed if ag is completed and does not have any answer in F with J :  in the head. 
Let B be a ground subgoal in ,9 °. Then ~ B ~ is successful if B fails, and is failed if B 
succeeds. A system ,9: is completed if every subgoal in Y is completed. 
Definition 5.5 [CN-resolution]. Let ,9 ~ be a system and A be an atom that is a 
completed subgoal in <5/'. Let G be an X-rule, of the form (H, 0) : - L1, . . . ,  L~, and Li 
be the selected literal of the form ~ A. Let C be a variant of an answer of ~ A in ,S, 
of the form (,-~ A', ~b') :- U where L' is either empty or a delayed literal, such that G 
and C have no variables in common. Then G is CN-resolvable with C if Li and ~ A' 
have a most general unifier 0 and (0 A 0')0 is satisfiable. The X-rule: 
((H, 0 A ~b') : -L1, . . . ,L ,_ l ,L ' ,L i~l , . . . ,L , )0 
is the CN-resolvent of G with C if G is CN-resolvable with C. 
Definition 5.6. Let ~ be a system and A be a non-empty set of subgoals in ~ that are 
not completed. A is said to be completely evaluated if for every subgoal .¢¢ E A, either 
• ~ succeeds; or 
• let <~/: F E 5:, where F is a multiset of annotated X-rules, and every annotated X- 
rule in F that is not an answer of ~¢ is of the form (G, Z(G)) such that 
o G has a selected atom L, and 
o the subgoal aft' for the selected atom L is completed or in A, and 
o for every constrained atom ~ that occurs in the head of some answer of ,~¢' in 
,9 °, o~ E Z(G). 
The following definition will be used in the transformation ANSWER COMPLE- 
TION. 
Definition 5.7. Let ,5 ~ be a system, and let .~¢ be a subgoal in ~ and ~ be a 
constrained atom that occurs in the head of some answer of <~¢. Then ~ '  is supported 
by ~4 if either 
• ~¢ is not completed; or 
• there is an answer G of ~ with ,~(( in the head such that for every positive delayed 
literal of the form B'f:~ in the body of G, 9g/i is supported by ~Zt'l. 
Starting with the empty system of subgoals, each transformation transforms one 
system into another. Let P be a program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, and Q 
be a query atom. The following are all the transformations in SLG resolution that 
are tailored to function-free programs and extended with AS-constraints. ,9 ~ and 
5:' are systems and F's possibly with subscripts are multisets of annotated X-rules. 
• NEW SUBGOAL: Let ~¢ be a constrained atom that is either Q or the subgoal of the 
selected literal of some X-rule of some subgoal in 5: such that d is not AS-sub- 
sumed by any subgoal in ,~. Let A' be the atom constrained in ~¢. Then 
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5~ 
u {(d :  r)}' 
where F is a multiset of annotated X-rules that contains, for each X-resolvent G of 
d : -A'  with a rule in P, 
o G if G does not have a selected atom, or 
o (G, { }) if G has a selected atom. 
• POSIT IVE  RETURN:  Let O ° = {(~¢ : {(G, S(G)}} U F~¢)} U 4g', where G has a 
selected atom, and d '  be the subgoal of the selected atom of G and 
(.~' : {C} u F~,,) E 6 e, and C be an answer of ~d' with a constrained atom of  
in the head such that o f  ~ S(G). Let G' be the X-resolvent of G with C if C is 
a fact, or the X-factor of G with C if C has some delayed literals in its body. Then 
{(d :  {(G, Z(G) u {of})} u u u 
where £c is the singleton set {G'} if G' does not have a selected atom or the sin- 
gleton set {{G', { }) if G' has a selected atom. 
• CONSTRUCTIVE  NEGATION:  Let 5 ~ = {(~ : {G} U F~)} U ,9 °' and G have a se- 
lected negative literal ~ A' such that A' is a completed subgoal in 5f. Let F' be 
the multiset of annotated X-rules that contains, for every CN-resolvent G' of G 
with an answer of ~ A', either G' itself if G' does not have a selected atom or 
{G', { }} if G' has a selected atom. Then 
{(d:  r 'u  r~)} uS  
• DELAY ING:  Let 5 e = {(o~¢ : {G} U FA)} U 4e' and G have a selected ground nega- 
tive literal ~ B. Then 
{(,~: {G} u r~)}  u,~' 
where G' is G with the selected ground negative literal ~ B replaced by ~ B s. 
• COMPLET ION:  
A is a non-empty set of subgoals in 5 ~ that is completely evaluated 
all X-rules of subgoals in A that are not answers are deleted 
• S IMPL IF ICAT ION:  Let ~ = {(,~¢ : {G} U F~,)} U .9 ~' and G have a delayed literal 
L. Then 
{(d:  {~} urn)} u Y 
if L is successful, or 
,ff 
{(d :  u s" 
if L is failed, where G' is G with L deleted. 
• ANSWER COMPLET ION:  Let d be a subgoal in 5 P and o f  be a constrained atom 
that occurs in the head of an answer of ~ such that of  is not supported by ~/. 
Then 
5t' 
delete all answers of zg with o f  in the head 
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Definition 5.8. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a function-free query atom. An SLGcN derivation for Q is a finite sequence 
of systems 5:0, ~90~,..., 5f, such that: 
• 5% is the empty system { }; and 
• every o9:~+1, where 0 < i < n, is obtained from 5:i by an application of one of the 
transformations. 
The integer n is called the length of the SLGcN derivation. If no transformation is 
applicable to Y,,  5:, is called a final system of Q. 
SLGcN resolution is the process of constructing an SLGcN derivation for a func- 
tion-free query atom Q with respect o a function-free program P under a computa- 
tion rule R. 
6. Soundness and completeness of SLGcN resolution 
Given a ftmction-free program P and a function-free query atom A, SLGcN reso- 
lution transforms A : -A into a set of answers. The set of answers for A provides a 
more direct representation f true and false instances of A with respect o the declar- 
ative semantics of P. This section shows that SLGcN resolution terminates for all 
function-flee programs and queries, preserves all three-valued stable models, and 
computes the well-founded semantics. 
6.1. Termination and data complexi O, 
We establish the first termination result for goal-oriented query evaluation with 
constructive negation for function-free programs. The proof is in Appendix A. 
Theorem 6.1 (Termination). Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary 
computation rule, and Q be a function-free query atom. Then." (1) there exists an integer 
n such that the length of every SLGcN derivation for Q is bounded by n; and (2) every 
final system for Q is either completed or involves recursion through non-ground negative 
literals. 
For function-free programs, Van Gelder et al. [30] have shown that computing the 
well founded semantics has a polynomial time data complexity. The notion of data 
complexity, as defined by Vardi [31], is the complexity of evaluating a database query 
when the query is fixed and the database is regarded as input. In [7], we have shown 
that SLG resolution has a polynomial time data complexity for query evaluation 
with negation as failure under the well-founded semantics. With constructive nega- 
tion, the number of distinct constraint answers may be exponential. 
Example 6.1. Consider the following program: 
succ(al, a2) . . . .  succ(a,_l, a,,). 
max(a,). 
p(X,Z) :- q(X,Z),suec(X, Y),p(Y,Z). 
p(X, z) : -  m x(X), q(X, z). 
q(X, z) : -  ~ r(X, W, Z). 
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q(X, z) : -  ~ s(X, w, z). 
r(X,X,a). 
s(X,X,b). 
For subgoal p(0, Z), its constraints are all the disjuncts in the disjunctive normal 
form of 
A (r(a,, w ;z) w ,z) 
I~i~n 
The number of such constraint answer is 2 ". 
It remains open whether some more compact representation f constraints can be 
used to preserve the polynomial time data complexity of query evaluation with con- 
structive negation under the well-founded semantics. A similar example can be con- 
structed without negation but with constraints. Thus the more general problem is 
whether polynomial data complexity can be achieved for query evaluation of func- 
tion-free constraint logic programs. 
6.2. Relating partial answers of subgoals to a program 
Given a function-free program P and a function-free query atom Q, the X-rules of 
a subgoal ,4 represent partial answers of d with respect o P. The constrained atom 
in the head of an X-rule captures the variable bindings and constraints; the delayed 
literals in the body of an X-rule are partially solved since their variable bindings and 
constraints have been propagated; and the remaining literals in the body of an X-rule 
are yet to be solved with respect o P. 
To relate X-rules of subgoals in a system ,~ to a program P, we defined a program 
P(5 e) associated with ~ (in Section 2). 
Definition 6.1. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a function-free query atom. Let 5" be a system in an SLGcN derivation for 
Q. We associate with ,_9 ~ a setof  ground literals I(Y) as follows: 
(a) if the Herbrand instantiation of P(5 ¢) has a fact B~, then B E I(SP) and 
(b) if a subgoal ,~¢ in ,~ is completed and °¢g is a constrained atom that is sub- 
sumed by o~¢ and B is an atom in I,ff[, then ~ Bfe 6 I(5 e) if the Herbrand in- 
stantiation of P(5 ¢) does not contain any rule with B~ in the head; 
(c) if a subgoal ,~¢ in 5 p is completed and B is in Id] and the Herbrand instantiat- 
ion of P(~9 ~) does not contain any rule with B~ in the head for any Jg, then 
,-~ B 6 I(,~) and ~ B~, 6 l(,f~) for every constrained atom ,~¢g. ' subsumed by 
d such that B c ]~'1. 
The difference between (b) and (c) in Definition 6.1 is as follows. In (b), even 
though the Herbrand instantiation of P(5 ~) does not contain any rule with BI~ e in 
the head, it may still contain some rule (or even fact) with B~, for some constrained 
atom H '  subsumed by ~'. This is not possible in (c). 
Lemma 6.1. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, and 
Q be a function-free query atom. Let 5fo, . . . ,  5e, be an arbitrary SLGcy derivation 
for Q. Then 1(5%) C ... c_ l(Sf,). 
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Proof. The lemma follows from two observations. One is that answers of a subgoal 
that are facts are never deleted by any transformation. The other is that when a 
subgoal ,~' is completed, no new answers can be added although existing answers can 
be simplified. [] 
Let P be a function-flee program and 5 ~ be a system in an SLGcN derivation for a 
function-free query atom Q. To relate the semantics of P(,9 ~) to P, we look at the 
least partial model LPM((P U P(,9~))/J), where J is an interpretation of P U P(5 e) 
and (P UP(5/~))/J is the quotient of P UP(,9 ~') modulo J. Notice that 
p u P(,5,') p P (y )  
j - j to  j 
J has to satisfy certain symmetric requirements in order for the comparison between 
P/ J  and P(,~)/ J  to be meaningful since P(,~) is essentially derived from P by solv- 
ing literals in rule bodies. 
Definition 6.2. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a function-free query atom. Let 5f be a system in an SLGcN derivation for 
Q. Let J be an interpretation o fP  u P(,9~). J is symmetric on a subgoal ,~ in 5 ~ if for 
every atom B E t~1"1, 
• J(B) = t if and only if J(BI~ ) = t for some constrained atom ovg subsumed by ~ff 
such that B c I~1; and 
• J(B) = f if and only if J(BI~ ) = f for every constrained atom ~ subsumed by d 
such that B E [.~:l. 
J is a symmetric interpretation of P tO P(.~) if J is symmetric on every subgoal in 5C 
,~ is a symmetric ~vstem if for every symmetric interpretation J of P tJ P (~)  such 
that I(,~) c J, LPM((P tO P(~O~))/J) is symmetric. 
6.3. Preservation of three-valued stable models 
The following key theorems how that every system in an SLGcN derivation for a 
function-free query atom Q is a symmetric system and that three-valued stable mod- 
els are preserved. Their proofs are in Appendix A. 
Theorem 6.2. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a.[unction-free query atom. Let °~0,5,°1,...,5~ be an arbitrary SLGcN 
derivation for Q, where ~ is an integer. Then Jbr every i (0~<i~<c¢), 
l (,~i) C #qyT (p U P(  f f  i) ) and 5g i is a symmetric system. 
Theorem 6.3. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a query' atom, and 5 ~ be a final system for Q that is completed Then." (a) for 
every 1 E 5~o~73(P), there exists a symmetric interpretation M of P U P(SP) such that 
MIp = I and M]p(~/. i E ST,Y-3(P(5~)); and (b)Jbr every I E , ,~Y3(P( J)) ,  there exists a 
symmetric interpretation M of P U P(~)  such that MIp(.~, ) = I and MIp E 5~,Y-3(P). 
6.4. Computation of the well-founded semantics 
The primary purpose of SLGcN resolution is to compute answers of a query with 
respect o the well-founded partial model of a function-free program. Let 5P be a fi- 
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nal and completed system that is derived for a function-free query atom with respect 
to a function-free program P. We show that ~t#~-(P) coincides with ~/~-(p(6~)) as 
far as ground instances of subgoals in 6~ are concerned. Moreover, for every ground 
atom B E I~1 of a subgoal A in 6 e, B is true in ~/~r(p) if and only ifB E I~1 for the 
head ~ of some answer of ~¢ that has an empty body, and B is false in ~t¢~r(p) if
and only ifB ~ I~1 for the head of any answer of~' .  In other words, the truth values 
of ground instances of subgoals relevant to a query can be determined directly from 
the answers in 6 e, without any further derivation. 
Theorem 6.4. Let P be a fimction-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a query atom, and 6 ~ be a final system for Q that is completed. Then there 
exists a symmetric interpretation J of P UP(~, °') such that J[e = W'.~(P) and 
Jle(,~') = ~.~ (P( Se) ) • 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, ~¢C~-(P)E 6~-3(P). By Theorem 6.3, there exists a 
symmetric interpretation M of PUP(N)  such that Mlp--= ~- (P )  and 
MIp(.~t E 6e3"3(P(6e)). By Theorem 2.2, ~¢',~-(P(6e)) ___MIp(.~,O. Therefore for every 
subgoal d in 6 ~ and for every B E Idl, 
• if B~ E ~g/',~-(P(~)) for some constrained atom H subsumed by d ,  then 
B~ E M p(e). ~nce M is symmetric, B E MIp = #'~(P); and 
• if "~ BI~ E'~¢/',~ (p(6e)) for every constrained atom YF subsumed by ~¢, then 
B~ E Mlef.¢l for every constrained atom ,~ subsumed by ~¢. Since M is sym- 
metric, ~ B E Mlp -- #~- (e ) .  
For the other direction, #~(P(~) )  E 6e~-3(P(~9~)). By Theorem 6.3, there exists 
a symmetric interpretation M of P U P(~)  such that Mlp(~t = #o~-(e(~)) and 
Mtp E 5e3-3(P). By Theorem 2.2, ~¢ro~(P) c_ MIp. Therefore for every subgoal A 
in cj and for every B E 1,~1, 
• ifB E ~q/~,N(P), then B E MIp. Since M is symmetric, there exists a constrained at- 
om ~ subsumed by .~ such that B~ E Mle(~) = Wo~(P(~)); 
• if ~ B E ~¢/o~(P), then ~ B E MIp. Since M is symmetric, for every constrained at- 
om Off subsumed by ~¢, ,~ B~ E M[p(,~e~ = ~(P(~) ) .  
Let J be an interpretation of POP(5  ~) such that J[e = ~¢/,~(P) and 
J]p(s) = ~W,~-(P(,9°)) • Then J is a symmetric interpretation by the arguments 
above. [] 
Theorem 6.4 says only that the set of answers in a final system ,9 ~ preserves the 
well-founded partial model as a whole as far as instances of subgoals relevant o a 
query are concerned. The following theorem establishes further that the truth values 
of ground instances of subgoals in the well-founded partial model of the original 
program can be determined by simply looking at the heads of answers in 6e, without 
any further derivation. 
Theorem 6.5. Let P be a function-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, 
and Q be a query atom, and 5 ~ be a final system for Q that is completed. Then for every 
subgoal A in 5e and for every B E [dl, (a) B E ~q/~o~(P) if and only/ fB E I~1 for the 
head ovg of some answer of ,~¢ in 5 e that has an empty body; and (b) ~ B E W'o~(P) if 
and only if B q[ I~1 for the head J f  of any answer of xg in ~9 ~. 
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Proof. Let I be the interpretation of P(Sf) such that I = I(,(~)lp(,~). By Theorem 6.4, 
it suffices to prove that I = "~'°~'(P(~9~)). I __ ~,~(P(S f ) )  by Theorem 6.2. 
For the other direction, it suffices to show that I E,9°,Y'3(P(5~)), i.e., 
I = LPM(P(,~)/I). Since 5 e is a final system, no transformation can be applied. 
For every negative literal ~ Bg that occurs in P(,S), since ~ B B cannot be simplified 
using SIMPLIFICATION, I(Bg) = u. Since ANSWER COMPLETION cannot be applied 
to ,5 e, for every subgoal ,~' in ~ and for every constrained atom ~ in the head of 
some answer of ~¢, ,~ is supported by ,~. After every occurrence of ~ Bg is replaced 
with u, the program P(Y) is stratified and let J be the perfect model of the resulting 
stratified program. By a structural induction over the definition of j¢o being support- 
ed by se', 
• J(BI~. ) = t for every B C I,~t~l if and only if ,~/has an answer with ~: in the head 
and an empty body; 
• J(B~) = u for every B E I,~l if and only if ~/has  some answers that have ~ in 
the head and all answers of ~ that have o~q: in the head have some delayed literals. 
Therefore I = J and I E 5~,Y-3(P(S¢~)). By Theorem 2.2, ~i':~(P(Se)) _C I. [] 
7. Future work 
We have presented SLGcN resolution for effective query evaluation of function- 
free programs with constructive negation under the well-founded semantics. Termi- 
nation is guaranteed due to the reduction of constraint answers to a normal form, 
redundant answer elimination and tabled evaluation. 
Like SLG resolution [7], SLGcN resolution is formalized irectly in such a way 
that repeated computation is avoided in a subgoal. This is achieved by delaying only 
ground negative literals. It remains a challenge to extend SLGcr~ resolution to gen- 
eral cases where non-ground negative literals may have to be delayed, while avoiding 
any repetition of computation i  a subgoal. Delaying non-ground negative literals 
directly means that constructive negation can be applied even if the constraints 
and bindings of variables in a negative literal are not completely determined. This 
achieves the same effect that is realized by the notion of frontiers in [11,12] and 
the TU-forests in [10]. The open problem is how to control the delaying of non- 
ground negative literals and the iterated propagation of constraints so that repetition 
of computation is avoided. 
Several minor aspects of SLGcN resolution can be refined. In all anti-subsumption 
constraints, we have A ~ B, where A and B are atoms of the same predicate. Clearly 
the predicate in A and B is irrelevant and may be even confusing for answer eduction 
and redundant answer elimination. For example, p(X, Y) ff p(a, b) is equivalent to 
q(X, Y) ~ q(a, b). A simple solution is to replace the predicate with a standard tuple 
constructor of the same arity. 
For simplicity of formalization, we have considered only variant checking for re- 
dundant answers. Obviously just like repeated subgoals, one may also use AS-sub- 
sumption for redundant answers, although the resulting formalization may be 
more complicated ue to the way X-rules in a system are related to a program in 
the correctness for SLGcr,. resolution. 
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Appendix A. Proofs of Theorems 3.2, 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The theorem claims that the extended unification algorithm 
applied to V U.3 V.E, where E is a finite set of equations, returns failure if and only if 
V U.EV.E is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, it returns a finite set of equations E* in solved 
form such that 
V U.3V.E +--+ V U.3V.E ~ 
The proof is similar to that in [18]. We consider those cases that are specific to the 
modified unification algorithm. 
Let X = Y be an equation that is selected, where X and Y are distinct variables. In 
(b), either both X and Y are universally quantified, or one of X and Y is universally 
quantified and the other is a free variable. In both cases, the quantified set of equa- 
tions is unsatisfiable. 
Consider the case o fX  = t, where X is a variable and t is not a variable. In (d), i fX 
is universally quantified, the quantified set of equations is unsatisfiable. In (f. 1), X is 
a free variable and t contains a universally quantified variable and the quantified set 
of equations is not satisfiable. In (f.2), X is a free variable and t contains ome vari- 
ables in V that are existentially quantified. To avoid binding X to any term contain- 
ing variables in V, we introduce new distinct variables Z~,.. . ,  Z, if t is of the form 
f( t  , . . . ,  t,~). The equation is replaced by X = f (Z j , . . . ,  Z~) and Zj = t j , . . . ,  Z, = t,,. 
Each transformation preserves all solutions. The process of transformations ter- 
minates for any finite set of equations. In addition, when it terminates without fail- 
ure, the resulting set of equations is in solved form. [] 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. (1) Since both P and Q are function-free, all atoms that occur 
in a system in an SLGcN derivation are function-free. The number of atoms that are 
not variants of each other is finite. The number of reduced constrained atoms that 
are not variants of each other, denoted by ,~', is finite, even though it may be 
exponential in the number of constant symbols in P and Q. 
The number of subgoals in a system c/~ is bounded by ,,U. For each subgoal, the 
number of initial X-rules introduced by NEW SUBGOAL is bounded by the number of 
rules in P, which is finite. The number of X-rules that can be generated irectly from 
an X-rule G is 
• bounded by some number dependent upon ..f~ in the case of CONSTRUCTIVE NE- 
GATION, 
• bounded by ..i" in the case of POSITlVE REXVRN, and 
• 1 in the cases of DELAYING and SIMPLIFICATION. 
Each of the resulting X-rules that is generated irectly from G either 
• has the same number of delayed literals as G and has one literal less than G that is 
not delayed: or 
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• has the same number of iiterals that are not delayed as G and has one delayed lit- 
eral less than G. 
The number of literals in the body of each X-rule is bounded by the maximum num- 
ber of literals in a rule body in P. This is because delayed literals in the body of an 
answer are never propagated by POSITZVE RETURN or CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION, 
Finally COMPLETION and ANSWER COMPLETION only delete X-rules. Thus there 
exists some integer n such that the length of each SLGcN derivation for Q is bounded 
by n. 
(2) Let ~ be a final system for Q. By definition, no transformation is applicable to 
,~. Suppose that 5/' is not completed. Then there must be at least one subgoal ,:J that 
has an X-rule with a selected negative literal ~ B such that the subgoal B is not 
ground and is not completed. Otherwise, either DELAYING or CONSTRUCTIVE NE- 
GATION is applicable. We say that there is a non-ground negative dge from ~ to B in 
:T. Consider the graph that is composed of all the non-ground negative dges in ~.  
If the graph is acyclic, then some transformation must be applicable to subgoals 
(that are not completed) in the graph with no out-going non-ground edges, a con- 
tradiction with the assumption that 5/' is a final system. If the graph is cyclic, then 
the cycles through negation involve only non-ground negative literals, which cannot 
be broken by DELAYING. [] 
Before proving Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, we establish several lemmas that relate the 
program associated with a system ~9 ° to an original program P. 
Lemma A.1. Let P be a fitnction-free program. R be an arbitrary computation rule. and 
Q be a Junction-free quet T atom. Let ~ be a system in an arbitrary SLGcN deri~;ation 
for Q. Then for every symmetric interpretation J of P u P(,9 °) such that 1(5:) C_ ,1, (a) J 
sati,~fies Equi~'alence (3) in CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION; and(b) !/Ca new system 5: t is 
derivedJhom 5: by replacing an X-rule G of a subgoal ,~1 with X-rules GI, •. •, Gk using 
CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION, then for every rule in P(5/')/J of the form 
where ~: is the constrained atom #1 the head o) c G and B E 1.3'/"1, there exists a rule in 
P (Y ' ) / J  of the Jorm 
fi)r some i (1 -<, i <~ k ) where ~,  is the constrained atom in the head of G, and B E ],ffi], 
and vice versa. 
Proof. Since (b) follows from (a), it is sufficient o prove (a). Let 0 be an arbitrary 
ground substitution that is applied to both sides of the equivalence (3). For the 
direction of ~ ,  suppose that ~ A'O E J. Then ,4'0 ( ]a~t:il for every i (1 ~< i ~< m) since 
J is an interpretation and I (Y )  C J. Thus the first conjunct on the right side of 
Eq. (3) holds. If A'O f~ I,~i[ for every i (m + 1 ~< i ~ n), then the second conjunct is 
also true. Otherwise, for every i (m + 1 ~< i ~< n) such that A'O E I;~i[, ~ (A'O)A~ E J 
by the symmetry of 3 and so the second conjunct still holds. 
Suppose that the right side of Eq. (3) is false. Then either the first conjunct is false 
or the second conjunct is false. If the first conjunct is false, then A'O E [,.~. :1 for some 
i (1 ~< i ~< m). Thus A'O E I(,~) C J and so ~ A'0 is false inJ .  If the second conjunct is 
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false, then A'O E I~1 for some i (m + 1 ~< i ~< n) such that (A'O)~ is true. The sym- 
metry of J implies A'O E J and so ,-~ A'O is false in J. 
The other direction, +--, is similar and the details are omitted. [] 
Lemma A.2. Let P be a function-jree program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, and 
Q be a function-free query atom. Let ~0, ,Sel,... ,05e~ be an arbitrary SLGcN 
derivation for Q, where a is an integer. Then for every i (0 <~ i <~ ~) and .['or every 
symmetric interpretation J of P tO P(6Pi) such that Uo <~j<i l (yf  j) c_ J, and for every 
subgoal ~ in ,9~i that is not completed andJbr every B E la'l, ~fB :- ~ is in P/ J ,  then 
BI~:-~ is in P(,ffi)/J for some constrained atom ~f subsumed by ~ such that 
B E IJr~l . 
Proof. The proof is based upon an induction on i. The basis case, i = 0, is trivial since 
~9~0 is empty. 
Let i be an integer fl + 1. Then ,9°~ is obtained from 5~ by one of the transforma- 
tions. The cases of COMPLETION, SIMPLIFICATION, and ANSWER COMPLETION 
are trivial since they affect only subgoals that are completed in ,Se~. The case of 
NEW S tJ a GOAL follows from the use of most general unifier in X-resolution in deriv- 
ing the initial X-rules of a new subgoal. The case of POSITIVE RETURN follows from 
the inductive hypothesis ince it only adds another X-rule to a subgoal that is not 
completed. The case of DELAYING follows directly from the symmetry of J. The case 
of CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION follows directly from Lemma A.1 and the inductive 
hypothesis. This concludes the inductive proof of the lemma. [] 
Lemma A.3. Let P be a function-J?ee program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, and 
Q be a function-free query atom. Let 5P0, 5~1,... ,5,~ be an arbitrary SLGcN 
derivation for Q, where ~ is' an integer. Then for every i (0 <~ i <~ ~) and for every 
symmetric interpretation J of PU P(Sei) such that t.Jo.< ~<il(Sej) c_ J, and for every 
subgoal d in &°i that is not completed and for every B "E~I~I, if Bffe : - ~ is in P( Sf i) / J  
jbr some constrained atom ,~f subsumed by ~¢, then B : - ~ is in P / J  such that 
Undelay(g) c_ ~ and ~. - Undelay(g) c_ U0,~i<~I(CJj) 
where Undelay(g) = {B'IB' or ~,, /.e' occurs in g for some subgoal ,~¢' and some con- 
strained atom ,;if' subsumed by .~¢'} , and ~ is viewed as a set of atoms. 
Proof. Intuitively SLGcN derivation tries to solve literals in the body of an X-rule. If 
a literal cannot be solved completely when it is selected, it may be replaced with some 
delayed literal. This lemma essentially says that literals that are delayed or not solved 
at all come from some rule in the original program P, i.e., Undelay(q) C_ 4, and the 
other literals, i.e., ( - Undelay(g), have been solved based upon answers of subgoals 
that have been computed, i.e., [-Jo~i<i I(o~j). 
The proof is based upon an induction on i. The basis case, i = 0, is trivial since 5e0 
is empty. 
Let i be an integer fl + 1. Then ,9~i is obtained from 5~ by one of the transforma- 
tions. The cases Of COMPLETION, SIMPLIFICATION, and ANSWER COMPLETION are 
trivial since they affect only subgoals that are completed in 5Pi. The case of NEW SUB- 
GOAL follows from the use of the most general unifier in X-resolution in deriving the 
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initial X-rules of a new subgoal. The case of DELAYING follows directly from the sym- 
metry of J ,  and the case of CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION follows from Lemma A.1. 
Let ,~ be a subgoal in 5e~ and G be an X-rule with a constrained atom -Yg in the 
head and a selected atom in the body. Suppose that a new X-rule G' is added by 
POSITIVE RETURN with a constrained atom Jq~' in the head when cj~ is derived from 
5~r~. Suppose that B~, :- g' is a rule in P(~) / J  that is obtained from a ground in- 
stance of (G') ~. Then by the definition of POSITIVE RETURN, there exists a rule, 
BI~ :-¢ in p(sea)/J that is obtained from a ground instance of G '~ such that 
Undelay(¢') c_ Undelay(¢) and Undelay(¢) - Undelay(¢') c_ I ( ,~) .  By inductive hy- 
pothesis, there is a rule B : - ~ in P/J  such that Undelay(¢) _ ~ and ~ - Undelay(;) c_ 
t30~<~<fl(5~/). Therefore Undelay(¢') C_ ~ and ~ - Undelay(¢') C_ U0~;< I(Se~) and 
the lemma holds. [] 
Lemma A.4. Let P be a Junction-free program, R be an arbitrary computation rule, and 
Q be a Jimetion-free query atom. Let 5%,£f l , . . . ,5~ be an arbitrary SLGcN 
derivation of Q, where ~ is an integer. Then for ever), i (0 <~ i <~ ) and for every 
symmetric interpretation J of PU P(5¢i) such that U0~<j<il(5°/) c_j ,  and for every 
subgoal ,~1 in ~i that is not completed andJbr every X-rule G of ~¢ in Yi, of the form 
,~:' ~ Left, A L, Right, 
where Aj is the selected atom of G and for every constrained atom ~l  in Z(G), there 
exists some X-rule G* of ,~ in ,9~ such that for ever), rule in P(ST~)/J of the form 
B~ , 1 : " ~left~ Bl ~ ~right 
obtained .from a ground instance of G "~/ such that BI E Iogg] , there exists a rule in 
P(5°i)/J, obtained from a ground instance of (G*)4, of the form 
BI~* +- -~lef't, ;right 
or  
where o~* is the constrained atom in the head ((' G* and ,.~j is the subgoal for the se- 
lected atom of (£ 
Proof. The proof is based upon an induction on i. The basis case, i = 0, is trivial. 
Let i be a successor ordinal fl + 1. Then ~Y~, is obtained from ,Se~ by one of the 
transformations. For the case of NEW SUnGOAL, the annotation 2~(G) of any initial 
X-rule G of a new subgoal is always empty and the lemma holds by inductive hy- 
pothesis. The cases  o f  COMPLET ION,  SIMPLIFICATION, and ANSWER COMPLETION 
hold by inductive hypothesis, because they affect only X-rules of subgoals that are 
completed in Y,. For DELAYING, the symmetry of J implies that P(,9~i)/J= 
P (~) / J  and so the lemma holds by inductive hypothesis. The case of CONSTRUC- 
TIVE NEGATION follows from Lemma A.I and the inductive hypothesis. 
For POSITIVE RETURN, let G be an active X-rule of . J  in ,Sf/~, of the form 
o*~ ~- Left,A~, Right 
where A~ is the selected atom. Let o~¢t be the subgoal of the selected atom Aj. For 
every ,*] 6 S(G), there exists an answer C of ,-~¢t with .~  in the head in ,9~a such 
that POSltlVE RETURN is applied to G by using C when 5'~ is derived from ,5e/¢. 
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Let G' be the X-resolvent of G with C if C has an empty body, and be the X-factor of 
G with C if C has some delayed literals in its body. Then G' satisfies the properties of 
G* as specified in the lemma, and the lemma holds by inductive hypothesis. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 6.2. The proof is based upon an induction on i. For the basis case, 
i = 0, ,~0 is the empty system and 1(,9%) is the empty set and P(ff0) is the empty 
program. The lemma holds trivially. 
For the inductive case, we prove the following: 
(a) LPM((PuP(Sq) ) / J )  is symmetric for every symmetric interpretation J of 
P U P(,~,) such that U0~j<i I(J~;) c_ j ;  
(b) I(0~,) c_ #"Y(p  U P(~,)). 
Let J be an arbitrary symmetric interpretation of P U p(cf~) such that I(Sfi) c_ J. 
Then U0~j<il(Yfl c_ J by Lemma 6.1. Thus (a) implies that ~9~i is a symmetric sys- 
tem. We show that (a) implies (b) and then prove (a). 
(a) ==> (b). By inductive hypothesis, I(ogo) c_'¢¢"~(PUP(Yj)) for every 
j (O ,~j<i ) .  Since P is independent of P('~i) for every j(O<~j<~i), 
Uo<<j<il(~fj)]p C ~"W(PUP(Sq)).  By Lemma 6.1, I(,9"~j) c_I(5~i) for every 
j (0 ~ j  <~ i). By the definition of l(?f~), I(Se~)[p(,~ 1 c_ ~¢",~-(P u P((f~)). Thus 
LJo.~j<, l(5°j) C ~q~(P  U P(5~,)). 
We construct an interpretation J of P U P(,9~) as follows: 
• JlP = "#/ '~(P) ;  
• for every subgoal ~' in 5f¢ and every constrained atom ,~ subsumed by ,~ and 
every B E [~], 
o if B'~ E U0,< i<i I(5~9), then B'~, C J; 
o if ~ B~ C 00-< <c I(9~i) then ,-~ g'~ E J; 
o otherwise, J (R~) = J(B). 
Clearly U0~j<~l(,~j) c J since U0~;j<~l(Sfj) c_ ~'.:y(P uP(,~,)). It can also be ver- 
ified that J is a symmetric interpretation of P U P(,9°~). 
Let M = LPM((P U P(Sfi))/J). Since Jle = ~q~-(P) and P is independent of 
P(Y~), MIp = ~'~N(P) as 3qCf(P) is a three-valued stable model of P. By (a), M 
is symmetric. By the definition of I(Sf~), every literal of the form B~ or ~ BI~ in 
I (~)  is in M and in ~~N(P U P(,~)), where ,~¢ is a subgoal in 5,'~s, ,~ is a con- 
strained atom subsumed by ,~, and B~ I,~1. Since M is symmetric, 
l(Sq)l~ c ; ~u,~-(P). Thus I(,_ge~) c_ ,~F,N(pup(,9~)). 
Now that we have established that (a) implies (b), we prove (a). Let i be an inte- 
ger /~+1. Then 0~ is obtained from ,9~l¢ by one of the transformations. By 
Lemma 2, I(5~l~)=Uo~j<~t(,~}). Let MIs=LPM((PUP(5~Is))/J) and M,= 
LPM ((PUP(,Y;~))/J). By inductive hypothesis, M/~ is a symmetric interpretation 
of P U P(,9~). We prove that M, is symmetric by a case analysis of the transfor- 
mations. 
N E W S U B G O A L: Suppose that 0,¢g is a new subgoal that is introduced and B 
is an arbitrary ground atom in 1,_~1. Then the Herbrand instantiation of  P 
contains a rule of  the form B +- ~b if and only if the Herbrand instantiation 
of  P(,%) contains a rule of the form B'~ ~ 4) for some constrained atom 0;~ 
subsumed by ,~'. Therefore M~ is symmetric on 0~'. Subgoals in 0¢/~ are not 
affected, and (a) holds by inductive hypothesis. 
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DELAY ING:  Since J is a symmetric interpretation of PU P(,~/~i) and 
[,.J0,<j</l(~:) c_J, it can be verified that P(,%~'t~)/J = P(,Wi)/J. Thus Mi = M/~ and 
(a) holds by inductive hypothesis. 
SIMPLIFICATION: Let ,~ be a subgoal that is completed in ~cft~ and G be an an- 
swer of ,~/. Let L be a delayed literal in the body of G. If L is a negative delayed lit- 
eral, it can be verified that P(.~j~)/J = P(,Sfi)/J based upon the assumption on J. 
Thus M,. = l!,tt~ and (a) holds by inductive hypothesis. 
I fL is a positive delayed literal of the form B~,  where ~1 is a subgoal in .!/~/~ and 
,~ is subsumed by ~41, there are two cases. I lL is successful, then ,~/~ has an answer 
C in 5/~f~ that has ,g'~ in the head and an empty body. Then L is deleted from the body 
of G. Clearly for every ground instance h of B, h~ can always be derived using C 't' 
in P(,~/~). Thus M~ := Mt¢ and (a) holds by inductive hypothesis. The case that L is 
failed is similar. 
ANSWER COMPLFrION: Let U be the set of all pairs (,~./, ,~) in J/~ such that ,.~/is 
a subgoal and o# be the head of some answer of ,~J such that ~ is not supported by 
~7. Then ~ is obtained from '(/'t¢ by deleting all the answers of ,~ that have ~: in the 
head, for some (,~_/, ,~) E U. 
By definition, for every pair (~/, ~)  E U, .~.y' is completed and for every answer G 
of ~./that has ,,,V: in the head, there exists a positive delayed literal in the body of G, 
of the form ~'BI j ~'~,~,,, where ~ l  is not supported by ,~tl, i.e., (°~Jl, .~1) E U. Thus for 
every pair (,c/, .~-) ~ U and ever), atom B in .~'], ~ B'~/ ~ M~ and ~ B~;~ ~- M~. Hence 
Me = Mt~ and (a) holds by inductive hypothesis. 
POSITIVE RETURN: First, POSIT[VE RETIIRN does not affect subgoals that are 
completed in c/~/~. In particular, for every completed subgoal ~;~ in Y~ and every an- 
swer C of,~g that is not disposed in ,9~'/~, and for every positive delayed literal in the 
body of C, of the form B~', ~'~ is also completed. The reason is that a positive de- 
layed literal is created by POSlX~VE RI~:'rURN from an X-rule with a selected atom, 
and an X-rule of a subgoal with a selected atom is disposed only by COMPLEWON. 
By inductive hypothesis, M,. remains symmetric on all completed subgoals in J',, 
which are precisely completed subgoals in 5~:~. 
Second, let ~ be an arbitrary subgoal in ,~/~ that is not completed, and let B be an 
arbitrary atom in ],~/I. By Lemma A.2, B ~ MI implies B~I ~ Mi for some constrained 
atom .~ subsumed by ~,  and if ~ B~ ~ M, for every constrained atom .~ subsumed 
by 0~, then --~ B ~ M,.. 
For the other direction, let P' = (P ~ P(,~/~))/J. Recall that M, = r~;, '~. We show by 
induction on k that for every k ~> 0, and for every subgoal ,~/in 5/', and every atom B 
in I,~/I, if B~ ~ Und(ri~ ) for some constrained atom ,;~' subsumed by ~./, then 
B ~ Und(Ms) U Pos(M~), and if B~ ~ Pos(r),~) for some constrained atom #/ sub- 
sumed by ,~, then B ~ Pos(M~). 
The basis case, k -- 0, is trivial since _10 13, in which every ground atom is false. t~t>, == 
For the inductive case, k + 1, consider any rule of the form B~" ~- ~ in P'. By Lemma 
A.3, there is a rule B +--~ in P' such that Undelay(~) _c ~ and 
- Undelay(;) C t_J~.<~<j(,c/~/) -- 1(//~¢~). The definition of 1(5/'~) implies that 
l(Sf¢~)le.~/¢,) C l MI~. Since M¢~ is symmetric by inductive hypothesis, every ground atom 
in ~ - Undelay(;) is in M~. As M/~Ip = Milp, every ground atom in ~ - Undelay(;) is 
in M~ too. I fB~ ~ Und(z)~ -~ ) due to a rule BI~ +- ;, then B is in Und(M~) U Pos(M,) 
due to the rule B ~-- d by inductive hypothesis. Similarly, it" B'~ ~ Pos(zl,~,l), then 
B ~ Pos(M,). 
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This concludes the induction on k. Thus for every subgoal ~1 that is not complet- 
ed in 5ei and for every ground atom B in I~¢1, if BI~. E M~ for some constrained atom 
~¢t ~' subsumed by .~', then B E Mi, and if ~ B E Mr,., then ~ B "~/ E M~ for every con- 
strained atom ~ subsumed by ~¢. 
This concludes the proof that M, is symmetric, and so (a) holds. 
CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION: like POSITIVE RETURN, CONSTROCTIVE NEGA- 
TION does not affect subgoals that are completed :in 5%. By inductive hypothesis, 
Mi remains ymmetric on subgoals that are completed in ,~fj, which remain complet- 
ed in 5r~i. 
Notice that CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION does not introduce any new subgoals. 
Consider a subgoal ,.~¢ in ~t~ that is not completed in 5% and an arbitrary 
ground atom B ~ I,~¢1, There are two possibilities for ,~. One is that ~ is not 
completed in 5~ and the other is that ~¢ becomes completed in ,~ after COr~- 
STRUCTIVE NEGATION is applied to its only X-rule that has a selected (negative) 
literal. In the former case, the rest of the argument is the same as in the case for 
POSITIVE RETURN based upon Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.3. In the latter case, 
Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.3 are not applicable to 0~¢ in ,~i since it is completed 
in ,Y'~, but are applicable to ~/ in  ,~)~ in which it is not completed. Together with 
Lemma A.I, the same argument in the case for POSITIVE REaonN goes through. 
COMPLETION: Following the same argument as in POSITIVE return, COMPLE- 
TtON does not affect subgoals that are completed in 5%. In particular, Mi and M~ 
coincide on all literals of the form B~( or ~ BI~, where ~' is a subgoal that is com- 
pleted in ,5%. In addition, Male = M~lp. By inductive hypothesis, M~ remains ymmet- 
ric on all subgoals that are completed in YB. 
By definition, COMPLETION disposes all X-rules of some subgoals that are not an- 
swers, and so P( ,~)  can be obtained from P(,9~fj) by deleting some rules. Therefore 
M, _~ M~ (with respect o the truth ordering). Lemma A.2 together with M~ -< M e im- 
plies by inductive hypothesis that Mi is symmetric on all subgoals that are not com- 
pleted in 5f~. 
Let A be a non-empty set of subgoals that are completely evaluated in ,Se~ such 
that all X-rules of subgoals in A that are not answers are disposed by COMPLETION. 
It remains to show that M~ is symmetric on subgoals in A. Let U = (P U P(Se~))/J. 
Since Mi 5 M~ and M~[p = M~lp, it suffices to prove that for every k >/0, and for ev- 
ery subgoal ~¢ ~ A and every ground atom B in I~1, 
1. if B ~ Und(rr~,), ~ T~ ~ then BI  ~ Und(zp,) ~ Pos(zp,) for some constrained atom 
subsumed by ~ff; and 
~ '~¢ Pos(z~, )for constrained atom ,~ subsumed by 2. if B ~ Pos(rp,), then Be  ~ some 
~0 = 0. For the inductive case, suppose that The basis case, k = 0, is trivial since rp, 
~k q- 1 "k ... 1 B E Und(zz )t3Pos(rp, ), and the derivation of B uses a rule of the form 
B+-~ ~P' .  However, B ~ ~ is also a rule in (PtOP(5~t~))/J. By Lemma A.2, 
B~ ~- ~ is a rule in (P tOP(STI~))/J for some constrained atom ,~g subsumed by ,~¢. 
I fB~ ~ ~ is a rule in P', then Eqs. (1) and (2) hold by inductive hypothesis. Oth- 
erwise, since ~.~¢ is in A, either ,~/succeeds, in which case Eqs. (1) and (2) hold, or ~¢ 
has an X-rule G in ,~t~ of the form 
.~,~/~-- Left, A~, Right 
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with a selected atom AI, and B~ ~ ~ is obtained from a ground instance of G ~¢ and 
is of the form 
B'~.¢¢ ~-- ~left,B1, ~right 
where B1 is a ground instance of A1. By assumption on B, Bj E Und(rtek,) U Pos(z~). 
By inductive hypothesis on k, Eqs. (1) and (2) hold for Bj and (Bt)~1 for the subgoal 
~ of the selected atom A~ and some constrained atom ~'ff~ subsumed by ~¢j. Since 
~Q/is completed in ,gq, af~ must be in Z(G). By Lemma A.4, there exists some con- 
strained atom ~"  subsumed by s¢ such that 
B]fff, ~-- Cleft, ~-right 
or 
B:~, ~ Cleft, (BI):~;; ¢righl 
is a rule in P(~e)/ J .  
The number of positive literals in the body of an X-rule is bounded by the max- 
imum number of literals in the body of a rule in P, which is finite. By repeatedly ap- 
plying the same argument for B~ ~ ~ to B~e, ~-- ~left, (B~)~fl~, right~ we will eventually 
obtain some B~:, for some constrained atom ,:hf* subsumed by d such that Eqs. (1) 
and (2) hold for B and B~,,. This concludes the induction on k. 
This concludes the proof for the case of COMPLETION. [] 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Since 5 ¢ is a final system that is completed, all X-rules of 
subgoals in o~f are answers. Thus P(Sf) and P are independent of each other. By 
Theorem 6.2, Y is a symmetric system. 
For (a), let I E ~9°J3(P). By Theorem 2.2, ~(P)c_ / .  By Theorem 6.2, 
I(5 p) C_ ~q~-(PUP(~)) .  Since P and p(cj) are independent of each other, 
~(PUP( .gP) )  = ~q~-(P)U ~#/'~(P(~)). Thus I(,~)]p C_ ~¢/'o~(P) C_ I. We con-  
s t ruct  an interpretation J0 of P U P(~9 ~) as follows: 
* Yolp = 1; 
• for every subgoal ~ in ~9 ° and every constrained atom 9¢ subsumed by ~' and ev- 
ery B E IX[, 
if B'~ E I (~),  then BI~ E Jo; 
if ~ B:~, c I(5~), then ~ B?~ C Jo; 
otherwise, J (B~ ) = Jo(B) 
The existence of Jo is ensured by the fact that 1(5 p) C_ II~'J~(PUP(,~)) and 
~q~(p)  c I. It can also be verified that J is a symmetric interpretation. 
Notice that I(,9 ~) _c Jo. Let M0 = LPM((PUP(oga))/Jo). By Theorem 6.2, cf is a 
symmetric system and so Mo is symmetric. Since P and P(,9 0 are independent of 
each other, M01p = LPM(P/Jolp) and M0[p(sj,)= LPM(P(,90/Jolp(~)). As Jo[e = 
I E ~.Y-3(P), Molp = I. 
Both M0 and J0 are symmetric and MoIp = Jolp = I. Thus for every ground sub- 
goal B in ,~', Mo(BeB) = Jo(B~) = I(B). Since ,9 ~ is completed, all negative literals oc- 
curring in P(.f)  are of the form ~ B~, where B is a ground atom, or ~ B?~, where ~' 
is not a ground atom. The latter form of negative literals in P(6 e) is derived from 
CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION. Note that CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION can be applied 
to a selected negative literal only if the positive counterpart is completed as a sub- 
goal. Thus after P(~9 0 is simplified by replacing each occurrence of ~ B~ with its 
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truth value in J0 (or M0), P(,~) must be stratified, say with a stratification 
Pj UP2 U.. .  U Pk. Under such stratification, M0 and LPM(P(5~)/MIp(s,,)) coincide 
on all ground atoms in the lowest stratum since Mo(Bg) = Jo(B~) = I(B) for every 
ground subgoal B in ,~'. 
For each i (1 ~<i~< k), we construct interpretations ,li and Mi of P U P(,9 °) as fol- 
lows: 
• Ji]p = I; 
• for every subgoal ,~/in ,~ and every constrained atom ~ subsumed by ,~ and ev- 
ery B E ]~l,  
o if BI¢e ~/E I(,~), then B'~ E J,.; 
o if ~ BI~ 6 1(,~), then ~ B';;~ E J~; 
o if B'~• belongs to a stratum less than or equal to i, then Ji(B'~) = M~-I (B e)'~¢" 
o otherwise, J i(R~) = Ji(B); 
* Mi = LPM((P U P(~9~'))/J,). 
The same arguments for J0 and M0 can be used to verify that both J~ and M~ 
are symmetric interpretations such that J&=M~lp=l for every i(l<~i<~k). 
In addition, based upon the aforementioned stratification of P(,~), Mk = 
LPM((P LJ P(Yf))/Mk) and Mkle = I. Since P and P(,9 °) are independent of each oth- 
er, Mk[e(.,/i E 5" J3(P( ,~)) .  
This concludes the proof for Part (a) of the lemma, and we now show that Part (b) 
of the lemma holds. Let I E ~Y~,~-3(P(Sf)). 
By Theorem 2.2, °#',~(P(~¢))C 1. By Theorem 6.2, I (~)C  #;N(PUP(SP) ) .  
Since P and P(,9 "~) are independent of each other, ~",¢-(PUP(4/ ' ) )= 
~oN(P)  U "#.~(P(J ')) .  Thus l(CJ)lei,~,) c ~¢'~:~(p(J~)) c I. As shown in Part (a), 
'~",~(P U P( J ' ) )  is a subset of some symmetric interpretation of P UP(,~). Thus 
there exists some symmetric interpretation J0 of P LJ P(~9 ~) such that 
• l(J*) c J0; and 
• Jo(B~) = Jo(B) = I(Bes) for every ground subgoal B in ~9 ~. 
Let M0 = LPM((P U P(,~'))/Jo). By Theorem 6.2, M0 is symmetric. 
Following the same argument in Part (a), the program P(J~) is stratified after ev- 
ery occurrence of ~ B~, where B is a ground subgoal in ~9 °, is replaced with its truth 
value in J0 (or equivalently in 1), with a stratification, say P~ u . . .  UPs. Since 
I E ,S,Y-3(P(J)), 1 coincides with the unique perfect model ofPI U. . .  U Pk. In addi- 
tion, 1 and M0 coincides on ground atoms in the lowest stratum Pj. 
For each i (1 ~< i <~ k), we construct interpretations J~ and Mi of P U P(AP): 
• J~ is some symmetric interpretation such that 
o I (~)  C_ Ji; and 
o Ji(B~) = Ji(B) = I(B~) for every ground subgoal B in 07~; and 
o Ji and mi_  1 coincide on all ground atoms in ~e( ,~" l  whose stratum in the 
aforementioned stratification is less than or equal to i; 
o J~ exists since M~_~ is a symmetric interpretation that contains I(~9~). 
• M, = LPM((P LI P(,~'))/J,). 
By the same arguments for J0 and M0, M~ is a symmetric interpretation for every 
i (l ,<~ i ~< k), and M~le(.~ ) = I. 
We partition the Herbrand base .g~ into .~.~ u ~'.N2, where ,g~,~ is the set of 
all atoms B such that B ~ I,~[ for some subgoal ,~ in 5] ~, and ~N~ =- ,g~ - 0~l .  
We construct a symmetric interpretation M of P U P(,Y;) as follows: 
• Ml~(s/, ! = ,'v/~le(,~l = I; and 
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• M(B) = Mk(B) for every B E ,~:,Nj, where B E i~¢1 for some subgoal .~ in S .  
For  atoms in ,~2,  their truth values in M are chosen as follows. We construct a 
program P~impl from the Herbrand instantiat ion of  P by 
• deleting every rule whose head is an atom in ,~ ' ,~;  
• deleting every rule whose body contains a positive literal B such that B E ,Y~ 
and M(B) = f; 
• deleting every rule whose body contains a negative literal ~ B such that B E ,¢F.Nt 
and M(B) = t; 
• replacing each positive literal B in the body of  a rule with u if B E ,#:;~ and 
M(B) = u: 
• replacing each negative literal ~ B in the body of a rule with u if B E ~¢~1 and 
M(B)  : n. 
Consider each ground atom in P~impl as a new proposit ional  symbol, and let M/I be an 
arbitrary three-valued stable model of  P~m0 viewed as a proposit ional  program. 
Then for every atom B ~. ,~,N2, 
• if B occurs in Psimpl, M(B) = Mi~(B); 
• otherwise. M(B) = f. 
Notice that M is a symmetric interpretation o fP  U P(ST) such that MIpi:/~ = 1 and 
1(5T) c_ M. Let M' : :  LPM((PUP(,~)) /M).  By Theorem 6.2, M'  is symmetric. We 
show that M : :  M'. First, since Mlpl,ji : :  1 and I E ,gLy-3(P(,~)) and P and P (~)  
are independent of each other, M'Ip</, = t l_ MIp~z:" Second, for every atom 
B E #/:~1, M'(B) = M(B) as both M and M' are symmetric and M'lp(j ,  ) = M[e,.,/). 
Third, for every atom B E ,~,~2, M'(B)= M(B), which can be verified by the con- 
struction of  P:~m, pland the usage of  a three-valued stable model  Mt~ ofesimpl in the def- 
inition of  M. Thus M - M', 
Since M .... M' = LPM((P  U P(,~)/M)) and P and P(J~) are independent of  each 
other, MIp .... LPM(P/MIp ), which implies that M[e E 5f,Y-3(P). Furthermore,  
M]p(,~:, = I and M is symmetric, and so (b) holds. 
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